Moby Max
Updated 8-13-17 by Bill Hewitt
Curriculum Setting

Short Answers are available in the Reading Skills, Writing Workshop, Science, and Social Studies modules.
You can adjust the short answer options in the curriculum settings and grade them from the Short Answer tab
in each module. Students see graded short answer questions by clicking on the short answer button.
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Miscellaneous Information
• When students log in they will see their daily challenge. This is a quick challenge that draws from
different subject areas each day. You can choose which subjects show up in the challenge or hide it
completely in the Curriculum settings.
• Drag and drop doesn’t always work, so they added a skip feature. On most of the practice exercises
students have to get the answer correct for the drag and drop to work.
• Moby Max has different ways to motivate students. See below. The biggest motivation is game time.
You can control the amount of Game Time they earn in the Curriculum settings. It is also helpful to
let the students know when they can and cannot use their game time. If you want to add or remove
game time from a specific student go to Game Time at the bottom of the Main Menu.
• To learn about other rewards, open a reward in the “Student Motivation” section and read the help
page.
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In most of the Modules you can:
1. See student’s latest scores.
2. Access detailed student reports
3. Get more information about how students responded to questions.
4. If the module has a placement test you can view the results and assign a new
test.
5. You can assign specific lessons for the students to complete.
6. You can create your own custom assessments using Moby Max’s library of
questions.
7. You can print hard copy of lessons and questions by clicking the library tab.
On the next 10 pages you will find the directions for these 7 different options
from the Math Module. You can use the same directions for the other modules as
well.
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Moby Max Modules

Below you will find a brief description of the different Moby Max modules. To get more information
on a module there are 2 places to look for more information.

1. There is a video section at the bottom of the main menu with videos for most of the modules.
2. For each screen you are on there is a different help menu. Click on “Help” then “Page Help”.

Math - (Grades 1-8). Starts with placement test. Moby math finds and fixes the missing math skills by
breaking math concepts into small, achievable objectives. Moby’s adaptive and differentiated lesson topics
consist of a short, animated teach me lessons and targeted practice problems with instant feedback. Moby
Math continually updates data during practice to give you a current view of each student’s progress.
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Fact Fluency - (4 Basic Operations) Starts with a placement test that ends when they get 6 facts incorrect.
Then each day they practice facts that they have not mastered.

Numbers – (Lower Elementary) Numbers teaches students a basic math sense so they’re able to easily add
and subtract large numbers without pencil. It uses interactive manipulatives to teach students how to
compose and decompose numbers.
Reading Level Assessment – (Starts at 3.0 reading level) Students are given a reading passage with 5
questions. They can go back to the selection to answer the questions. If they answer 4-5 question correctly
they are then assessed at next level. If they get 2-3 correct then that is considered the instructional level. If
they get 0-1 correct they get a 1 grade level lower passage. Moby Max recommends this giving this once
each grading period

Reading Stories – (Grades K – 8) Students read stories paired with informational text and answer
comprehension questions. Students start at their actual grade level.
Reading Skills Literature and Informational- (Grades 1-8) Starts with a teach me lesson then a guided
practice. It ends with and independent practice. You can adjust individual students in the Curriculum Settings
menu. Click the Student Settings tab.
Language - (Grades K-8). Students start with the placement test and then progress through adaptive
lessons. Teachers can also create custom assessment. Language includes: Grammar, Capitalization,
Punctuation and Spelling, Effective Language, Vocabulary Strategies, and Interpret Word Meaning.
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Vocabulary - (Grades 1- 7) After taking a placement test students will find, learn, practice, and review
vocabulary words. Moby Max recommends practicing vocabulary for 10 min each day. The video for
Vocabulary explains research behind this module.

Spelling Lists – (Grades 1-7) Spelling List is the same as the Vocab module. If Moby assigns words they
will be introduced to 50 words. You can assign your own list of words, but it will just read the words, not
give a sentence.
Writing Workshop – (Grades 3-8) Lessons start with direct lessons on the different types of writing.
(Explanatory, Narrative, and Opinion (3-5) or Argumentative (6-8). Moby Max then helps students with a
writing assignment by breaking it down into the different steps of the writing process (prewriting, drafting,
revising, and editing).
Writing Assignments – (open ended) In Writing Assignments the teacher gives the student a writing prompt
and students type their answers. Teacher can use existing rubrics or create original rubrics to grade the
assignment. Teachers can also type their own comments and chose from a list of comments. This module can
be also be used for students to type their response to literature questions used in the reading classroom.
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Science – (Grades 1-8) Students can work through automatically assigned or teacher assigned lessons.
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Social Studies - (Grades 1-7) Social Studies is similar to science in its design. It includes lessons on History,
Geography, Government, and Economics.
Phonics and Spelling Rules - (Grades 1-6) Phonics is a comprehensive phonics course that covers
everything from the alphabet to Latin and Greek roots using animated Teach Me lessons, interactive
manipulatives, and adaptive practice sets.
Example from sixth grade

Alphabet – (Early Reading) Letter name recognition
Phonics sounds – (Early Reading) Learn the specific sound of every sound alphabet.
Phonics Blending – (Early Reading) Builds on “Phonics Sounds” to make words. There are 3 levels.
Phonics Spelling - (Early Reading) It starts by having students spell c-v-c words. If they miss the word they
have to practice putting to get the word sounds together. It has 3 levels.
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Foundational Reading – (Grades K-5) Focuses on key reading skills It focuses on syllables and sight words
in the early grades and harder reading skills in older grade level (See below). Each lesson starts with a
teaching then they have practice sets. If they miss a question they get a similar question.
Example from Fifth Grade

Early Reading Trio - (Early Reading) Students practice words, then use the words in a story, and then write
a story by dragging words from a wordlist that includes the words they have been practicing.
Sight Words – (Grades K – 4) You can choose between Dolch or Fry sight list. Students practice identifying
words and then are quizzed on the words.
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Roster – Here is where you manage your students.
Real Time - Allows you to monitor what the students are doing in real time.

Failed Lesson - Gives you a global look at students who have failed lessons for a given date.
Test Prep – (Grades K - 8) Students progress through a comprehensive review of grade level material
stopping automatically to relearn and practice material they have not mastered. The test prep covers all
materials addressed in common core standards. It includes Math, Language, and Reading Skills.
Worksheets – A central location to print out lesson questions in all of the subject areas.
Student Response System - Allows you to queue up a series of problems for students to answer and
provides real-time data to quickly assess student understanding. It’s a great tool for whole-class instruction,
but you can also use it to create exit tickets or even homework assignments. You can create lessons by
selecting problems from Moby’s curriculum, or create your own. Once you enable access to a lesson,
students can log in to their own Moby Max accounts via any internet-connected device (such as a laptop,
tablet, or phone) to submit answers. You will get real-time data as students answer questions to quickly
assess whether or not students understand the material.
Whiteboard Activities - You can easily create whiteboard lessons by selecting any problem from Moby
Max’s curriculum or creating your own problems. When your students arrive, simply click the lesson you
created, and Moby will display it. The curriculum is fully interactive, so teachers or students can answer
problems on a Smart Board or a connected computer as they are displayed.
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